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Dear parents & adults who care for our keiki,

Aloha and Mahalo for taking the time to learn with us! 
A local pediatrician provided these tips to support you and your ‘ohana.

Teach by example.  Show your keiki that this is important by wearing your mask over your nose and 
mouth, washing your hands often, and maintaining 6 feet of distance from others in public.

Maintain the Bubble.  Imagine that you walk in a bubble. Your bubble touches everyone you meet, 
hug or talk to; the bubbles rub off on each other. Your child’s bubble then meets everyone’s bubble that you 
have met. Limiting the number of people who come in contact with your bubble can help keep your child and 
‘ohana safe.

Get your flu shot. You can get the flu and Covid together. Getting your flu shot and other childhood 
vaccines may boost your immune system to protect from the Coronavirus according to the Mayo Clinic.

Stay healthy.  Sleep is important for your health and immune system. Healthy eating, including cutting 
back on sugar, helps your body fight infection. Get your keiki moving with exercise and outdoor play.

Know the signs.   Be suspicious if your child has fever, cough or sore throat. Be aware that other 
symptoms can include diarrhea, vomiting and loss of the sense of smell. Many children with Covid have 
no symptoms at all, which is why wearing your mask, respecting the bubble, and washing hands are so 
important.

Relax. As scary as the changes in our lives are right now, children bounce back after hard times when 
they are loved and heard. This activity book is our way of helping you and your keiki. Encourage your keiki to 
become a Keiki Hero. Your love and good example will strengthen your keiki.

Mahalo nui from Kai, Hoku and all of us at Keiki Heroes!

Medical information provided by Craig Burger MD, FAAP Pediatrician (Hilo, Hawaii)

For more information, visit www.keikiheroes.org
Art by Yuko Green
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